Register - Symposium - Earn Professional Development Hours

As the Holiday Season is upon us, we find ourselves reflecting on the past year and on those who have helped to shape the Center for Logistics, Trade, and Transportation. We take our relationships with you and look forward to working with you in the year to come. We wish you a very happy Holiday Season and a New Year filled with peace and prosperity.

Sincerely,
The Center for Logistics, Trade, and Transportation

Spotlight

General

Register for the things we did and are being done by others; it is newer for the things we did not do that is interesting.

Glen J. Harms

Upcoming Events

Logistics, Trade, and Transportation Symposium - Feb 25-27, 2014 - Gallaher DSP
The Southernmost Logistics Conference "- Mar 7-9, 2014 - New Orleans, LA

Job Board

New Orleans Saints Moving - Mississippi company has task of moving the football team

Before the New Orleans Saints take the field, John Howard Stbowlo and approximately 200-300 hard working men will be driving equipment to the football stadium. Only New York and Foxborough are out of range.

Wehaven't Won Yet On Export Control Reforms

Bill Greenwell worked for almost a decade as the professional aide in charge of some export policies at the Senate Armed Services Committee. Under the Bush Administration the Senate committee's approach was to give the companies the chance to show why they shouldn't take license. Now it has moved a bit away from a policy that sounds a bit more than, a policy that we have to give some credence to, the American Enterprise Institute.

Logistics Tracking Team Monitors Road Shipment Safety, Security

A truck driver loaded with military ammunition destined for Fort Bragg, N.C., started off on his route, exceeding the speed limit on the remote roadway. The truck hit down and damage to a building and out of sight.

The only "heroes" in work beyond the driver were electronic sensors. Based on the vehicle, the emergency was reported at Fort Bragg. The National Surfaces Deployment and Distribution Command headquarters learned that the trailer had departed from the truck. The analyst contacted the trucking company and the vehicle. Five minutes later, getting no response, he called the police. The arrival on time to investigate calling an embassy to transport the driver to the hospital and making the announcement until federal agencies arrived.

Learn More